Sports are something that grabs Collins’ attention! Whether football or basketball, Collin likes to get his hands on the ball and play. After a long day of running around, pizza hits the spot for him. Red is his favorite color, and megalodons are his most desired animal. Superheroes, especially Blue Beetle are fictional characters that he likes. In his spare time, this teen can be found playing video games. Telekinesis is a superpower that Collin would choose if given the choice. He is known to have a good sense of humor and to be caring. Collin dreams of joining the NFL in the future.

This ninth grader likes science.

Collin would do best in a family with a single dad in an urban location, with pets in the home, where he can be the only child; however, all family types will be considered. Financial assistance may be available for adoption-related services.

This is a LEGAL RISK ADOPTIVE PLACEMENT.

For Colorado children, only home studied families from all states are encouraged to inquire.

Child ID: 361860
Inquire Here